Warnings for Appalachia in Texas Ethane Storage Hub

January 21, 2020

Communities in Appalachia are at risk from a plan for an aggressive expansion of the petrochemical and plastic production industry, including construction of a massive new ethane storage hub. Area decision-makers and residents need to consider the serious hazards that have arisen at a similar development complex in Mont Belvieu, Texas.

Background

When natural gas is extracted from the ground, liquids generally also are produced. These liquid hydrocarbons, called natural gas liquids (“NGLs”), may be used as raw materials for manufactured products such as petrochemicals and plastics. The original product, termed “Y-grade,” must be “fractionated” into so-called “purity products,” (meaning that 90% of the product consists of one type of chemical) such as ethane, propane, isobutane, normal butane or pentanes plus, for use.\(^1\) Many players in the fracking industry hope that expanding the petrochemicals and plastics industries will enable them to sell NGLs at a high price, which would enable the fracking industry to reap sustained profits.\(^2\) The Midstream Energy Group noted in 2012 that, “in a low gas price environment, NGL value is a key component of cash flow for gas producer.”\(^3\) The pressure to exploit NGL is even greater today, because fracking of natural gas is financially troubled.\(^4\)

The fossil fuel industry currently is planning a heavy buildout of the petrochemical and plastic production industry in an area of Appalachia comprised of parts of Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Much of this buildout appears to depend on construction of a massive new ethane storage hub “intended to be a catalyst for further mid- and downstream development” by providing a long-term supply of raw materials for petrochemicals and plastics. The Trump Administration has expressed strong support for development of such a hub in Appalachia.\(^5\)

---
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Details on the Proposed Appalachia Ethane Hub and Petrochemical Industry Build-Out

The Appalachia Development Group, LLC (“ADG”) has proposed to build a giant ethane storage hub in Appalachia to store 75 million to 100 million barrels of ethane. The site for this facility has not yet been finalized, but it would be located in either Pennsylvania, Ohio, or West Virginia. The storage project would require construction of pipelines and other infrastructure to collect and distribute feedstocks from all three states, and possibly Kentucky, serving fracking operations in the Marcellus, Utica and Rogersville shale areas. It is projected to cost approximately $10 billion.

ADG has applied to the U.S. Department of Energy (“DOE”) for a $1.9 billion loan guarantee for the project, as noted in a DOE report advocating for an ethane storage hub. The move is controversial. Environmental groups argue that the Title XVII program – which is intended to support projects that avoid, reduce or sequester air pollution or greenhouse gas emissions through new or significant improved technologies – has never before been used to finance a fossil fuel storage project, but they fear the Trump administration will approve it.

Meanwhile, Energy Storage Ventures, LLC, is developing a smaller ethane storage facility, the Mountaineer Natural Gas Liquid storage project, in Monroe County, Ohio (also part of the Appalachian region), with a permitted capacity of 3.25 million barrels. The Mountaineer hub is projected to be much smaller, at least initially, than the ADG proposed facility. Energy Storage Ventures plans to spend $500 million on the Mountaineer hub.

Based on the track record of the industry as a whole, these projects pose safety risks for communities in the affected areas of Appalachia.

History of Explosions, Fires and Groundwater Contamination

NGLs are costly to manage, store, and transport compared to refined products. As one industry expert explains, they require “high pressure and/or low temperature to maintain liquid state for shipment and handling” and are “highly flammable.” A plume of NGLs poses a particular risk because the vapor is heavier than air: It “crawls’ instead of rising.” Controlling NGLs requires
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“special trucks, ships and storage (thick steel, insulated tanks, or underground caverns for large volumes).”  

It was the heaviness of vapors that caused a horrendous incident connected with a salt cavern storage site in Texas. On April 7, 1992, a pipeline feeding a salt cavern storage site near the town of Brenham leaked gas. Because the gas was heavier than air, it accumulated at the base of a small valley overnight. The gas suddenly exploded, killing a five-year-old boy immediately, while a mother and her adult daughter died a few days later of their injuries.  

Currently, three ethane hubs exist in North America, two in the United States and one in Canada. By far the largest of the three is the one in Mont Belvieu, Texas, about 35 miles northeast of Houston. The Mont Belvieu hub, which began construction in 1950 and has expanded over time, includes several above-ground fractionators that separate Y-grade into purity NGLs before injecting large amounts of it into underground salt caverns. The hub has developed pipeline, rail and trucking systems for land transport of products as well as offshore systems for shipping. The hub was storing 100 million barrels of petrochemicals in the Mont Belvieu salt caverns in 2011. Today, it covers 14 square miles and reportedly has 240 million barrels of NGL storage capacity in some 125 underground salt caverns. The Appalachian proposed storage hub, similarly, would sit atop large salt formations.

Ethane storage hubs escalate pollution risks by encouraging the development of other petrochemical industrial facilities and pipeline/transport systems. The Mont Belvieu hub is able to charge roughly three times more for its ethane than the hub in Conway, Kansas, largely because of its proximity to petrochemical industrial facilities and its transportation system. The DOE praises the Mont Belvieu hub’s close proximity to petrochemical plants, oil refineries, and other industrial complexes, which has allowed it to become a major commodities trading hub. The DOE deems this substantially advantageous, if not essential. The DOE report therefore strongly implies that it would likely support such development for the proposed ADG ethane hub which, like Mont Belvieu, would be a large-scale petrochemical complex.

---
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While a great deal of cheerleading for the projects has taken place in Appalachia, few in the region know that the Mont Belvieu hub complex in Texas has been plagued with explosions, evacuations, company buyouts, and industrial accidents, as well as repeated chemical leaks and drinking water contamination issues. Hazardous conditions have been so severe that they have caused fatalities and forced the evacuation and even permanent relocation of local resident.

Residents of the Appalachian region should carefully review the history of the Mont Belvieu complex before they take a position regarding construction of a comparable facility. The following incidents are listed consecutively, starting from most recent publicized event:

**June 20, 2018:** firefighters were responding to a smaller tank fire on Sun Oil Road when the explosion of a larger tank occurred. No injuries were reported due to the explosion. The Farm-to-Market road (FM) 565 N near Winfree/Sun Oil was closed to through traffic during the response operations.  

**September 15, 2017:** the Enterprise Plant reportedly experienced an explosion and fire in a brine pit. At the site of the fire, saltwater is injected into caverns to get natural gas and oil out. The fire was put out in about an hour.  

**June 26, 2016:** evacuations were ordered, as a precaution, for parts of Mont Belvieu after a well fire at a Lone Star facility reportedly “sent flames shooting into the sky.” On the same day, a pressure build-up in a well head, part of the Lyondell/Basell pipeline storage facility. Portions of Texas Highway 146 were closed as well.  

**Feb. 8, 2011,** explosions and a fire “ripped through” a natural gas liquid fractionation plant and storage facility at Enterprise Products in Mont Belvieu, killing a worker. Flames reportedly consumed a large portion of the plant, belching “thick black smoke” and causing adjacent parked vehicles to catch fire.  

The incidents listed above occurred after efforts had been made to improve safety in the industry.

The 1980s and 1990s had been characterized by multiple explosions and fires in the Mont Belvieu area as well as fatalities and forced evacuations – so much so that in 1988, *The New York Times*...
published an article chronicling the disruption of this small Texas town caused by the pollution and safety hazards stemming from the industrial site.\textsuperscript{30} Those earlier incidents occurred under conditions of weak regulation and enforcement – a condition that was somewhat improved about five years after the 1992 death of the child in a pipeline leak described above, when the U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration issued an advisory to operators of gas and hazardous liquid underground storage facilities requiring them to create design and operation guidelines.\textsuperscript{31}

Nevertheless, as oversight agencies continue to be weakened by budget cuts and pressure to water down regulations, one cannot assume that the Appalachian region would be protected by vigorous monitoring and enforcement. The following earlier incidents therefore continue to be a warning:

\textbf{In July 1986}, it was discovered that brine from the storage facility (water with five times the saltiness of ocean water) had leached into the drinking water supply.\textsuperscript{32} Thirteen petrochemical companies bought out about 200 homes in the Barbers Hill community in Mont Belvieu later in 2016 as families relocated to escape the danger in their town.\textsuperscript{33} Mont Belvieu shifted its town center about 2 miles east.\textsuperscript{34}

\textbf{On November 5, 1985}, two workers were killed in a triple explosion in Mont Belvieu when they cut into an underground pipeline at the Warren Petroleum Company refinery and storage facility, which was owned by Chevron USA, merely to conduct routine maintenance. About 1800 people were evacuated.\textsuperscript{35} This explosion occurred in the underground salt caverns. The fire’s intensity prevented workers from reaching valves to shut off propane feeding the blaze until 2:30 p.m., and the bodies of the two men were not found until 5:00 p.m.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{In October, 1984}, two fires occurred in underground storage wells in Mont Belvieu, causing $7.6 million in damages.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{In 1984}, a Dow Chemical Co. pipeline rupture caused an explosion and fire that leveled one home and damaged four other buildings.\textsuperscript{38}
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In 1980, about 829 million cubic feet of underground gases leaked. The leak, which was discovered when a woman’s dishwasher ignited fumes within her home, forced the evaluation of more than 70 families, some for over half a year. After this incident, the downtown area of Mont Belvieu was relocated.

Uncontrolled Pollution from Sporadic, Often Unplanned Flaring of Gases

Today, NGL storage hubs have frequent, sporadic, uncontrolled air pollution emission events because of the practice of “flaring” (burning with no pollution control equipment) of product. In many petrochemical plants and storage systems, flaring is used to burn off gases released by pressure relief valves when over-pressuring conditions occur in plant equipment. Flaring is also used for planned startups and shutdowns of plant equipment. The gas is flared rather than incinerated with pollution control technology because it is simpler and cheaper to dispose of the gases that way.

Researchers note that gas flaring “is a prominent source” of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (“PAHs”), smog-forming volatile organic carbons (“VOCs”), nitrogen oxides and soot (black carbon).

Natural gas liquid storage facilities and related petrochemical processing plants can have significant flaring episodes with excessive emissions. The Mont Bellevue complex experiences several such flaring episodes in a year. For examples:

**From July 18 to July 21, 2019**, a 72 hours-long “emission event” occurred which was actually authorized. A “process flare” at the Enterprise Mont Belvieu Complex exceeded its emission limit for carbon monoxide – actual emissions were nearly 15 times the emission limit (3,000 total pounds when the emission limit was 2.87 pounds per hour). Emissions of Propylene (Propene) were twice the emission limit (3,000 total pounds when the emission limit was 20.09 pounds per hour).

**From July 11 to July 14, 2019**, a 72-hours-long “emission event” occurred which was – again – actually authorized. Again, a “process flare” at the Enterprise Mont Belvieu Complex exceeded its emission limit for carbon monoxide – but this time the actual emissions were nearly 107 times the emission limit (22,000 total pounds when the emission limit was 2.87 pounds per hour). Emissions for ozone-forming...
nitrogen oxides were 125 times the emission limit (4,500 total pounds when the emission limit was 0.5 pounds per hour).\textsuperscript{43}

\textbf{From May 28 to June 2, 2019}, a shutdown of a regeneration air compressor at the Enterprise Mont Belvieu Complex resulted in an authorized process flare that lasted 115 hours. The carbon monoxide emissions were 44 times the emission limit (14,584.18 pounds when the emission limit was 2.87 pounds per hour), and the Propylene (Propene) emissions were more than double the emission limit (5,107.75 pounds when the emission limit was 20.09).\textsuperscript{44}

The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality documents 17 emission incidents, whether authorized or unauthorized, in 2019 alone specifically for the Mont Belvieu complex. Additional pollution events are documented for facilities in close proximity to the Mont Belvieu facility, such as fractionator plants.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Appalachian communities around the proposed ethane storage facility in Pennsylvania, Ohio, or West Virginia would have little ability to monitor or take enforcement action to control the safety risks from the proposed facilities. And while many promises can be made about safety when the industry is making proposals, the community has little recourse for unfulfilled promises once a large petrochemical facility has already been established and has commenced operations.
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